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Abstract

This paper analyses the interplay of moral hazard, financing constraints, learning and innova-
tion investments using the tools from two strands of literature. The innovation process is modelled
as a bandit problem, while endogenous financing constraints arise as a consequences of the pres-
ence of moral hazard between the entrepreneur and the investors. We study and compare the
optimal contracts that motivate exploration and exploitation respectively, under various degrees
of information asymmetry. We find that the optimal exploration and exploitation contracts can
be fundamentally different from one another, as the previous may reward early failures and long-
term successes. Furthermore, the interaction of learning, moral hazard and financing constraints
has interesting consequences on social welfare, as the increased informational asymmetry can be
valuable from a social point of view, while there would be no distortions without moral hazard. We
show that the equilibrium contract when the outcome of the production process is unobservable by
the principal is always constrained efficient, while it may not be so when both the outcome of the
production process and the actions of the agent are unobservable. Indeed, with an higher degree of
information asymmetry, it is relatively harder to finance innovations but some of the projects that
do receive funds are potentially more successful and are provided with more capital, leading to an
increase in social welfare.
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1 Introduction

While technological innovation has remained a more or less random event for most part of human

civilization, over the course of the last couple of centuries we have experienced a “routinization of

innovations” which, according to Baumol (2002), is the main force behind the growth miracle of

capitalism. The role of new technology adoption and innovation has long been noted as the hallmark

of modern capitalist economy,1 but it is only relatively recently that the study of innovations has grown

into a rich and heterogeneous field of study. The main surge of interest came from the recognition

that the technological change induced by firm-level innovations is one of the driving forces behind

productivity, competitiveness, capital accumulation and economic growth (Romer, 1986, 1990, 1994;

Barro and Sala-I-Martin, 1995). However, the theoretical study of innovation choices of firms at

micro-level is relatively nascent, especially in relationship with the financing of these choices.

Financing constraints can reduce investments in innovation below optimal level. This is particularly

strong given the specific characteristics of innovation investments generally identified by the empirical

literature on the financing of innovations.2 Firstly, there is a high degree of uncertainty associated

with the output of innovation investment. Secondly, information over the success or failure is only

revealed over time. Finally, the capital created is usually idiosyncratic and intangible, with a limited

resale market.

Financing constraints also arise because of the Akerlof’s (1970) “lemons” market nature of the

marketplace for financing the developments of innovative ideas. In fact, the inventor or entrepren-

eur usually has a better knowledge about the nature and profitability of the project than potential

financiers. The information asymmetry is reinforced with respects to regular investment because

innovation activities usually involve soft and complex information that is hard to verify. This is ex-

acerbated by the reluctance of the firms to reveal their progress fearing spillovers to competitors due

to non-excludability.

These characteristics of the innovation activity can give rise to a moral hazard problem as these

features may make it easier for managers to seek private benefits and disguise their suboptimal in-

vestment decisions when investing in innovation. Agency costs of the this type are usually contrasted

by reducing the amount of free cash flow available to the entrepreneurs (Jensen and Meckling, 1976),

exacerbating the financing constraint problems of innovative firms.

While conventional wisdom suggests that financing constraints hurt innovations, anecdotal evid-

1E.g. Marx (1867) and Schumpeter (1942)
2See Hall (2002, 2009) for surveys.
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ence hints that more financial resources do not necessarily lead to more and better innovation.3 By

limiting the moral hazard problem, financing constraint could have a disciplinary effect on innovative

investments, by forcing firms to make optimal investment decisions in more productive and value-

enhancing innovation. This “less is more” effect would thus be a consequence of Jensen’s (1986) free

cash flow argument, i.e. that firms with large free cash flow are more likely to invest in unproductive

projects due to agency problems.4

Therefore, the principal question we want to investigate in this paper is the following: Can financing

constraint be used as a disciplinary tool enhancing innovations? In doing so, we also analyse how

incentives can be structured when the principal wants to motivate the agent to be more innovative.

We use a bandit problem, a kind of Bayesian decision model which allows one to analyse the tension

between exploring a new untested action and exploiting a well-known process. The novelty of the

paper is that this is embedded into a principal-agent framework in which financing constraints arise

endogenously because of the presence of moral hazard. As far as we know, this provides us with

the first comprehensive framework to analyse the interplay of innovation investments, learning, moral

hazard and financing constraints.

We find that the optimal contract that incentivises exploration can be fundamentally different from

the optimal exploitation incentive scheme, as it may exhibit reward for early failures and long-term

successes. Moreover, the interplay of financing constraints, innovation and learning has interesting

consequences on social welfare. While there would be no distortions without the moral hazard problem,

we find that, when the degree of informational asymmetry between investors and financiers increases,

it may be relatively more difficult to finance innovation, but some of the projects that are more likely

to succeed become less credit constrained, and the fact that they do receive more funds has positive

consequences on social welfare.

2 The Model

An entrepreneur (agent) has a risky project which requires an initial investment I. A group of investor

(the principal) has the necessary deep pockets but lacks the entrepreneurial ability. Together they

form a firm to run the project.

3For example, IBM invested 4.2 billion dollar in R&D in 1984, while its four largest competitors’ combined investment
was 1.4 billion dollar in 1984. However, IBM made only 6 out of 21 major innovation between the 1950s and the 1970s
(Rosen, 1991). Another example is Nokia, who spent in the last decade almost 4 times what Apple spent in R&D, but
saw its market’s share fall from 40% in 2007 to 11% in 2014.

4Almeida et al. (2013) argue that tighter financial constraints may improve firms’ innovative efficiency. For example,
firms that are more likely to be constrained generate more patents and citations per unit of R&D investment and per
employee.
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Both the entrepreneur and the investors are risk neutral and discount future cash flows using the

same discount factor, β, normalized to 1. Both are able to commit to a long term contract, in the

sense that, if they both sign the contract, they abide by it in every circumstance. For the time being,

we abstract from the distortions created by, for example, different discounting, limited commitment,

limited enforcement, risk aversion and persistence in the states.5 We assume that the entrepreneur

has limited liability and a reservation payoff equal to zero, so that he will never voluntarily quit.

There are two periods and two possible outcomes in each period. In the first period, the agent

requires the principal to provide the initial investment I and the investment of working capital. In

the second period, only the working capital is required. The collaboration terminates at the end of

the second period.

If financed, the agent can decide whether to rely on a well-known and conventional project C

or to explore a novel approach N whose probability of success is unknown. Both work methods

yield revenues that are subject to shocks and increase with the amount of working capital invested.

In particular, the well-known project is successful with probability πC and fails with the remaining

probability 1− πC . If successful, the outcome of the project is positive and given by R(kt), where kt

represents the amount of working capital invested in the project in period t (its scale) and the function

R is assumed continuous, strictly concave and uniformly bounded from above. In what follows we will

often resort to a particular functional form for the production process in order to derive more precise

implications. In particular, we will let R(k) = Akα, with A > 0 and 0 < α < 1.6 On the contrary,

with probability 1− πC , the project yields zero revenues.

Similarly, the new work method yields either R(kt) or 0. However, following Manso (2011), we

assume that the new work method has an exploratory nature. In particular, the probability of success

πN is unknown. Moreover, when the agent starts experimenting with this new project is less likely to

succeed than when he relies on the well-known project. Nevertheless, if the experimentation leads to

a success, the new method becomes perceived as better than the conventional work method. This is

formalized as follows

Assumption A. 0 ≤ E[πN |L,N ] < E[πN ] < πC < E[πN |H,N ] ≤ 1

where E[πi] and E[πi|s, j] denote respectively the unconditional expectation of πi and the conditional

5The reader will note that the assumed probabilities of success of the projects will be reminiscent of a Markov process
with positive persistence.

6In the interests of clarity and conciseness, we will usually present the result obtained with the specific functional
form in the text, while the more general results will be relegated to the Mathematical Appendix in A. The parameter
values used to produce the figures in the text, unless otherwise specified, are as follows: πC = 0.4, I = 0, α = 0.33,
and A is chosen such that the first best scale of the firm when using the conventional project is kFB = 10, 000. The
qualitative results do not hinge on this specific parametrization.
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expectation of πi given outcome s = {H,L} on action j = {C,N}. We indicate success with H (high)

and failure with L (low). Moreover, we assume that the probability of success of the conventional

project is known

Assumption B. πC = E[πC ] = E[πC |H,C] = E[πC |L,C].

In what follows we are going to distinguish between two forms of exploration which will influence

the terms of the optimal contracts.

Definition. (Moderate Exploration) Exploration is moderate if

E[πN ]E[πN |H,N ] > πCπC

and radical otherwise.

Exploration is moderate if the probability of two consecutive successes is higher under the novel

approach than under the conventional work method. We call this exploration moderate because it

will be easier to pursuit than radical exploration.

3 Social Planner’s Problem

We start by studying the problem of a benevolent social planner who wishes to maximize the amount

of output produced. We assume information to be costless and readily available to the social planner so

that solving the social planner’s problem will give us the first best levels of investment. The informed

social planner problem is equivalent to a setting in which the investors can observe and verify the

outcome realizations and thus write contracts contingent on them, independently of the investors’

ability of observing the action plan chosen by the agent. This section, thus, allows us to disregard the

principal-agent problem and focus solely on the bandit problem.

Following Manso (2011), we define an action plan as 〈i〉jz, where i is the first period action, j is

the second period action in case of success and z is the second period action in case of failure. The

total expected payoff of the match between investors and entrepreneur by following action plan 〈i〉jz

is given by

W 〈i〉jz = −I + E
[
πi
]
R
(
k1〈i〉jz

)
− k1〈i〉jz + E

[
πi
] {
E
[
πj |H, i

]
R
(
kH〈i〉jz

)
− kH〈i〉jz

}
+

+
(
1− E[πi]

) {
E [πz|L, i]R

(
kL〈i〉jz

)
− kL〈i〉jz

}
where k1〈i〉jz represents the scale of the project in period 1 under the action plan 〈i〉jz and kH〈i〉jz and
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kL〈i〉jz are the scales of the project in period 2 contingent on success or failure respectively. In the rest

of the paper we will refer to W 〈i〉jz as a measure of social welfare.

We consider only two action plans: 〈C〉CC and 〈N〉NC , which are usually defined as exploitation and

exploration in the bandit problem literature.7 Exploitation refers to the repetition of the well-known

project C, while exploration consists of trying the new project N in the first period, stick with it in

case of success and go back to the conventional project in case of failure. The social planner achieves

the first best by having the investors lend the unconstrained efficient amount of capital in both periods.

The optimal choice between exploitation and exploration depends on the relative magnitude of the

social welfares W 〈C〉CC and W 〈N〉NC .

Under exploitation, social welfare is maximized when the lender provides the constant uncon-

strained efficient amount of capital in both periods. The unique solution, kFB〈C〉CC , is pinned down

by the following first order condition (FOC)

πCR′
(
kFB〈C〉CC

)
= 1 (1)

where the prime indicates the first derivative. At the optimum the expected marginal benefit of

providing one unit of working capital (left-hand side) must be equal to its constant marginal cost

(right-hand side).

Under exploration, social welfare is maximized when

E
[
πN
]
R′
(
kFB1 〈N〉NC

)
= 1 (2a)

E
[
πN |H,N

]
R′
(
kFBH 〈N〉NC

)
= 1 (2b)

πCR′
(
kFBL 〈N〉NC

)
= 1. (2c)

Given Assumption A and the strict concavity of R, it follows that

kFB1 〈N〉NC < kFBL 〈N〉NC = kFB〈C〉CC < kFBH 〈N〉NC .

When it is socially optimal to explore, the lender provides a lower amount of capital than under

exploitation in the first period because the expected probability of success is lower. If the project

fails, the agents stop experimenting and revert to the well-known project in the second period, using

the unconstrained efficient amount of capital. On the contrary, if the new project succeeds it becomes

7In Appendix A.1 we show that any other action plan is dominated by either one of those.
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perceived as better than the well-known one, thus providing more capital is efficient.

Using the short-hand notation kFB for both kFBL 〈N〉NC and kFB〈C〉CC , under the specific functional

form R(kt) = Akαt , the first best levels of capital are given by

kFB〈C〉CC = kFBL 〈N〉NC =
(
AαπC

) 1
1−α

kFB1 〈N〉NC =
(
AαE[πN ]

) 1
1−α

kFBH 〈N〉NC =
(
AαE[πN |H,N ]

) 1
1−α

and WFB〈N〉NC > WFB〈C〉CC , if

πC <

E [πN] 1
1−α + E

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

] 1
1−α

1 + E [πN ]

1−α

.

Clearly, the right-hand side is increasing in both conditional and unconditional probability of success

of the novel approach. Indeed, for a given πC , increasing either probability of success under the novel

approach boosts the payoff from exploration.

4 Optimal Contract under Unobservable Outcome

Here we add the principal-agent problem to the model of the previous section. The agency problem

arises because it is impossible to make the contract explicitly contingent on realized outcome.8 One

possible interpretation, and the one we rely on, is that only the entrepreneur can observe the outcome

of the project i.e. such outcome is private information for the agent. However, we assume that the

type of project is contractible, meaning that the principal can observe the work method employed by

the entrepreneur.

According to the contract, the agent must report the output realizations to the principal. The

contract then specifies the amount of working capital to be provided by the principal to the agent and

the agent’s repayment to the principal contingent on the reported realization. However, the reported

realization can be different from the actual realization. In particular, the agent can under-report the

cash flow, diverting the excess cash flow for her own consumption. While we interpret the diversion

as stealing (“tunneling”), other activities could fit the model, such as the entrepreneur receiving

8Perhaps a more sensible formulation of the problem would be to consider an observable and contractible outcome
but a non verifiable use of investment. In Clementi and Hopenhayn (2006) the two formulations (where the entrepreneur
faces an outside opportunity that provides strictly increasing and concave utility in the amount of capital diverted), turn
out to be identical.
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non-monetary benefits from projects that benefit her at the expenses of the principal.

Before the agent starts working, the investors make a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the entrepren-

eur.9 This offer consists of a contract σ which specifies the agent’s repayment to the lenders τ

and the capital advances k = {k1, kH , kL}. These terms can be contingent on all information

provided by the entrepreneur, which consists of the reports on the outcome realizations. Formally,

τ = {τH , τL, τHH , τLL, τHL, τLH}, where τi refers to the repayment at the end of period 1 after repor-

ted outcome i = {H,L} and τij indicates the repayment at the end of period 2 after reported outcome

i = {H,L} in period 1 and j = {H,L} in period 2.10

Given that the relationship between the entrepreneur and the investors terminate after period 2, in

the second period the entrepreneur will always report the outcome associated with the lower cost. This

implies that the second period repayment must be independent of the second period realization. Thus,

τiH = τiL, i ∈ {L,H}. However, the second period repayment can in principle depend on the first

period reported outcome: let τ i = τiH = τiL be the second period repayment from the entrepreneur if

she has reported state i ∈ {L,H} in period 1.

Assuming limited liability protects the agent, the repayment in any period cannot be greater than

the current cash flow. It follows that conditional on a low report, the payment demanded to the

entrepreneur will always be zero.11 Formally, τL = τH = τL = 0 and

R
(
k1〈i〉jz

)
− τH〈i〉jz ≥ 0. (3)

The relevant incentive compatibility constraint is the one imposing truthful reporting in the good

state at the end of the first period,12

− τH〈i〉jz + E
[
πj |H, i

]
R
(
kH〈i〉jz

)
≥ E [πz|H, i]R

(
kL〈i〉jz

)
. (4)

This condition requires the continuation payoff of the entrepreneur when she reports the outcome

9We have assumed that all bargaining power lies in the hand of the investors. While this may be not too far from
reality for an emerging firm requiring venture capital, it is more likely that neither part has all the bargaining power.

10The contracting problem is reminiscent of a truth telling equilibrium of a direct mechanism. Indeed, the revelation
principle applies.

11Following Clementi and Hopenhayn (2006), we are excluding from the analysis the possibility for the repayments to
be negative. It is likely that this is without loss of generality, as positive repayments would be used anyway for incentive
reasons.

12We do not consider the incentive compatibility constraint for period 2 as we have already set the repayment in
period 2 independent of the outcome in period 2. We also note that there is no incentive for the agent to report the
high outcome when the low outcome is actually realized, as the entrepreneur in that case does not have any fund to
make the corresponding transfer to the principal. In Section 5 the actions taken by the agent will not be observable.
As a consequence, additional incentive compatibility constraints will ensure than not only tunneling but also the non
requested action are not chosen by the agent.
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realization truthfully to be at least as high as the payoff from diversion. We also normalize to zero the

outside option of the agent: as a consequence, the participation constraint is implied by the incentive

compatibility and limited liability constraints.

The optimal contract under unobservable outcomes maximizes the total expected discounted profits

of the investors

S〈i〉jz = −I + E
[
πi
]
τH〈i〉jz − k1〈i〉jz − E

[
πi
]
kH〈i〉jz −

(
1− E[πi]

)
kL〈i〉jz (5)

subject to the incentive compatibility constraint in (4) and the limited liability constraint in (3).

Before we start considering the two action plans separately, the following lemmas underline some

characteristics of the optimal contract under unobservable outcomes.

Lemma 1. Independently of the action plan chosen, when the outcome realization is not contractible,

at the optimum both the the incentive compatibility constraint in (4) and the relevant limited liability

constraint in (3) will bind.

Moreover, note that kL〈i〉jz enters with a negative sign on the left-hand side of the incentive

compatibility constraint as rewarding the agent for first period failures incentivises the agent to divert

the cash flow. This motivates the following lemma.

Lemma 2. When the principal cannot observe the outcome realizations but the work method is con-

tractible, it is optimal to set kL〈i〉jz = 0.

We interpret the second lemma as termination of the project after a failure. The possibility

to terminate the project for incentive reasons is well recognized in the literature, and it is a tool

that is used by the principal in both Bolton and Scharfstein (1990) and Clementi and Hopenhayn

(2006). Cornelli and Yosha (2003) underlines that the option to abandon the project is essential as

the entrepreneur will most likely never quit a failing project as long as others are providing the capital.

It is also an important aspect of the relationship between an inventor and a venture capitalist.13

The upshot of these lemmas is that the agent just gets an utility equal to the first period return

in case of success, and

τH〈i〉jz = R
(
k1〈i〉jz

)
= E

[
πj |H, i

]
R
(
kH〈i〉jz

)
.

Indeed, the optimal contract under unobservable outcome is such that, after a success in the first

period, the expected payoff in period 2 will act as the carrot that persuades the agent to part with

13In the words of Sahlman (1990), “the credible threat to abandon a venture [ . . . ] is the key to the relationship between
the entrepreneur and the venture capitalist.”
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the first period return, and in fact it is exactly equal to this value.

4.1 Exploitation

The optimal contract that motivates exploitation when the outcome is unobservable is presented in

Proposition 1. Here and in all remaining propositions, we use R(k) = Akα.14

Proposition 1. The optimal contract σ?〈C〉CC implementing exploitation when the principal cannot

observe the outcome realization but the actions of the agent are contractible is such that

k?H〈C〉CC =

(
Aαπc

1 + (πc)
1−α
α

) 1
1−α

k?1〈C〉CC = (πc)
1
αk?H〈C〉CC

k?L〈C〉CC = 0 τ?H〈C〉CC = R
(
k?1〈C〉CC

)
= πCR

(
k?H〈C〉CC

)
.

By comparing the optimal levels of capital with the first best value in (1), one can immediately

see that the amount of working capital provided when information is asymmetric is always lower than

the first best level. We thus define the firm as being credit constrained in both periods. Note that the

credit constraint is stronger in the first period but is then relaxed following a success.

Under the optimal exploitation contract with unobservable outcome, the total expected payoffs of

the principal and the agent are, respectively,

S?〈C〉CC = −I +
1− α
α

 Aα (πc)2−α(
1 + (πc)

1−α
α

)α
 1

1−α

V ?〈C〉CC = πCπCA

(
Aαπc

1 + (πc)
1−α
α

) α
1−α

.

Obviously, the total expected payoff of the match is given by

W ?〈C〉CC = S?〈C〉CC + V ?〈C〉CC = −I + (2− α)πCπCA

(
Aαπc

1 + (πc)
1−α
α

) α
1−α

. (6)

We will come back to this result later in the text. Now, we move to the optimal exploration

contract under unobservable outcome.

4.2 Exploration

Proposition 2 provides the optimal contract under exploration when the outcome is unobservable.

When the actions of the agent are contractible, the optimal contracts that motivate exploration and

14The proofs not in the text are relegated to the Mathematical Appendix, together with some more general results
which do not assume any functional form.
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exploitation are substantially similar to each other, once adjusted for the difference in expected out-

comes, and resemble a standard pay-for-performance incentive scheme. As it was clear from the

lemmas introduced in this section, both requires back-loading of the rewards to the entrepreneur and

termination of the firm following a failure. These are characteristics that are common to standard

contracts used to motivate agent in costly state verification, cash flow diversion and repeated effort

models. However, the optimal contracts under unobservable outcome and actions derived in Section

5 will be fundamentally different from each other and from those derived here.

Proposition 2. The optimal exploration contract σ?〈N〉NC under unobservable outcomes but contract-

ible actions is such that

k?H〈N〉NC =

(
AαE

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
E [πN ] + E [πN |H,N ]

1
α

) 1
1−α

k?1〈N〉NC = E
[
πN |H,N

] 1
α k?H〈N〉NC

k?L〈N〉NC = 0 τ?H〈N〉NC = R
(
k?1〈N〉NC

)
= E

[
πN |H,N

]
R
(
k?H〈N〉NC

)
.

As before, the firm is credit constrained in both periods, but its scale increases following a success.

Under the optimal exploration contract, the total expected payoffs of the principal and the agent are,

respectively,

S?〈N〉NC = −I +
1− α
α

 AαE
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

](
E [πN ] + E [πN |H,N ]

1
α

)α
 1

1−α

V ?〈N〉NC = E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
A

(
AαE

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
E [πN ] + E [πN |H,N ]

1
α

) α
1−α

,

and total welfare is

W ? = −I + (2− α)E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
A

(
AαE

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
E [πN ] + E [πN |H,N ]

1
α

) α
1−α

. (7)

4.3 Discussion

The principal will offer the contract that, for given probabilities of success, will maximize her surplus.

However, when only the outcome realization is unobservable by the principal, the surplus of the

principal and the agent determined by the optimal contracts are constant shares of the total welfare.

In particular,

S?〈i〉jz =
1− α
2− α

W ?〈i〉jz V ?〈i〉jz =
1

2− α
W ?〈i〉jz.
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As a consequence, the agent prefers to explore when innovation is socially optimal, and, more import-

antly, the principal always offers the exploration contract when it is socially optimal to do so. We

thus define the optimal contacts under unobservable outcomes as constrained efficient.

The optimal contracts derived in this section may not be incentive compatible against alternative

action plans if the investors can observe neither the output nor the actions taken by the agent. We

investigate this issue in Section 5.

5 Unobservable Action and Unobservable Outcome

In this section we derive the optimal contracts that incentivise exploitation and exploration respectively

when the principal can observe neither the outcome realization nor agent’s work method.

5.1 Exploitation

Consider the optimal exploitation contract derived in Section 4: following a success, the principal

receives the entire outcome in period 1, and rewards the agent by providing a positive amount of

capital to be invested in period 2. On the contrary, the firm is terminated following a failure in the

first period. Assuming that the work method is not observable means that we are allowing the agent

to deviate by exploring as soon as she receives the capital in the first period.15 In case of success,

there are two potential deviations to consider. On one hand, the deviating agent can decide to repay

the investor with the outcome of the exploration,16 using the capital k?H〈C〉CC to run N again in the

second period for an expected payoff of E[πN |H,N ]R(k?H〈C〉CC). On the other hand, she can tunnel

the outcome of exploitation at the end of the first period, R(k?1〈C〉CC), foregoing any payoff in period

2. According to the putative contract, this payoff is equal to πCR(k?H〈C〉CC). Given Assumption A,

the relevant deviation is for the agent to use the funding for exploration rather than exploitation, and

truthfully report the cash flow realization in case of success.

By comparing the expected payoffs, we show that this deviation could be more profitable than

exploiting as the contract dictates. If the agent deviates and explores, her expected total payoff at

time 0 is E[πN ]E[πN |H,N ]R(k?H〈C〉CC). By following the contract, she would use the conventional

work method, truthfully report the outcome realization in case of success and appropriate the outcome

realization at the end of the second period. Under the optimal exploration contract of the previous

15We have not considered the possibility that the agent can pocket k and not invest, as we have assumed a verifiable
use of investment. CAN WE CHECK IF AGENT WOULD WANT TO DO THAT ANYWAY?

16Note that the fact that R() is the same for both projects plays a role here. For example, if it was higher under C
than under the deviation N , the agent would not be able to repay back even if success occurs.
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section, her expected payoff would be πCπCR(k?H〈C〉CC). It is then easy to show that the contract

of Section 4 is still incentive compatible when innovation is radical. Under radical innovation, the

additional layer of information asymmetry does not matter because the agent does not want to explore

anyway.

Under moderate exploration, however, the optimal exploitation contract of Section 4 is not incent-

ive compatible because now exploring is a profitable deviation for the agent. We thus need to include

additional incentive compatibility constraints when deriving the optimal exploitation contract under

unobservability of both outcome and method.

Firstly, as in Section 4, the agent does not want to tunnel the outcome after a success in the first

period if her payoff under truthful reporting is higher,

− τH〈C〉CC + πCR
(
kH〈C〉CC

)
≥ πCR

(
kL〈C〉CC

)
. (8)

Secondly, the principal needs to incentivise the agent to exploit rather than exploring by rewarding

the agent with an higher expected payoff, V
(
σ〈C〉CC , 〈C〉CC

)
≥ V

(
σ〈C〉CC , 〈N〉NC

)
, or equivalently

(
πC − E

[
πN
]) {

R
(
k1〈C〉CC

)
− τH〈C〉CC − πCR

(
kL〈C〉CC

)}
+

+
{
πCπC − E

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]}
R
(
kH〈C〉CC

)
≥ 0. (9)

Lastly,17 the following constraint ensures that agent does not want to use N in the first period and

divert the funds if a success occurs,

πC
{
R
(
k1〈C〉CC

)
− τH〈C〉CC

}
− E

[
πN
]
R
(
k1〈C〉CC

)
+ πCπCR

(
kH〈C〉CC

)
+

−
{
πC
(
πC − E

[
πN
])

+ E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]}
R
(
kL〈C〉CC

)
≥ 0. (10)

Note that an increase in R(k1〈C〉CC)− τH〈C〉CC relaxes the two constraints associated with explor-

ation, (9) and (10). Indeed, when the principal wants the agent to exploit, she must pay the agent an

extra premium in case of success in the first period, since C is initially more likely to succeed. As a

consequence, the limited liability constraint does not bind.

Moreover kL〈C〉CC enters with a negative sign in the left-hand side of all constraints, as rewarding

the agent for first period failures incentivises both tunneling and exploration.

17Potentially, more incentive compatibility constraints should be considered. However, given the assumptions on the
probability of success of the two technologies, we can disregard them from the maximization problem as they will never
bind.
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Lemma 3. When the principal wants to motivate exploitation, it is optimal to terminate the firm

after a failure in the first period, i.e. setting kL〈C〉CC = 0 is optimal.

Termination following a failure is a common feature of the optimal exploitation contract, independently

of the assumptions on the degree of information asymmetry.

Optimal Contract. We can derive the optimal exploitation contract under unobservability of both

outcomes and actions. This is formally done in Appendix A but Proposition 3 underlines its main

characteristic. The following definition will be useful:

w =

(
E
[
πN
] (
E
[
πN |H,N

]
− πC

)
πC − E [πN ]

) 1
α

.

Proposition 3. The optimal exploitation contract when the principal can observe neither the outcome

realization nor the actions of the agent differs depending on the form of exploration. When exploration

is radical, the optimal contract is the same independently of the observability of the actions of the

agent, σ??rad〈C〉CC = σ?〈C〉CC . When exploration is moderate, the optimal exploitation contract under

unobservability of both outcome and action, σ??mod〈C〉CC , is such that

k??H,mod〈C〉CC =

(
AαπCπC

πC + w

) 1
1−α

k??1,mod〈C〉CC = wk??H,mod〈C〉CC

k??L,mod〈C〉CC = 0 τ??H,mod〈C〉CC = πCR
(
k??H,mod〈C〉CC

)
< R

(
k??1,mod〈C〉CC

)
Under the optimal exploitation contract with unobservable outcome and method, the total expected

payoff of the principal and the agent are, respectively,

S??mod〈C〉CC = −I +
1− α
α

(
AαπCπC

(πC + w)α

) 1
1−α

V ??
mod〈C〉CC = πCwαA

(
AαπCπC

πC + w

) α
1−α

.

Social surplus is

W ??
mod〈C〉CC = S??mod〈C〉CC + V ??

mod〈C〉CC = −I +

(
AαπCπC

(πC + w)α

) 1
1−α

{
πC + wα

απC
− 1

}
.

Obviously the firm is still credit constrained in both periods, but it is not always the case that

it receives less capital than under observability of the actions. Indeed, one interesting result from

this section is that the increased informational asymmetry can be valuable in terms of social welfare.

Figure 1 shows that when exploration is moderate there is a region of the probabilities of success of

the novel approach for which social welfare is higher when the informational asymmetry has increased,
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W ??〈C〉CC > W ?〈C〉CC .

Figure 1: Social welfare from exploitation contracts

Notes. The graph shows contour plots for max{W ??〈C〉CC − W ?〈C〉CC , 0}. Darker shades are associated with higher
values, meaning that social welfare is higher under unobservability of both outcomes and actions. In the white area,
W ??〈C〉CC ≤ W ?〈C〉CC . Dashed lines represent zero contours and the left one also indicates the separation between
moderate exploration (above) and radical exploration (below).

Further examination of the optimal exploration contract under different probabilities of success

using N reveals that this result is driven by increases in k??1 〈C〉CC , while k??H 〈C〉CC is always lower

than k?H〈C〉CC .18 Under moderate exploration, if the principal wants the agent to exploit, she provides

incentives in the form of an extra premium in the case of early success. This is done by providing more

capital in the first period, and this is socially optimal, as highlighted by the blue region in Figure 1.

However, when the probability of two consecutive successes under N is very high, the reward for late

success under exploration increases. As implied by the incentive compatibility constraint in (9), the

principal must decrease the promised k??H 〈C〉CC to avoid exploration. But a decrease in k??H 〈C〉CC must be

accompanied by a decrease in τ??H 〈C〉CC . As a consequence, for very high probabilities of success under

exploration, also k??1 〈C〉CC decreases with respect to k?1〈C〉CC . Figure 2 shows that, when proposing

exploitation, the principal obviously is always worse off when actions are unobservable compared to

when only the outcome is unobservable, and thus the increase in social welfare is just a consequence

of the increase in the agent’s surplus, which is higher under unobservable actions for a larger set of

probabilities than the corresponding set for social welfare.

18As reducing k??H 〈C〉CC relaxes the incentive compatibility constraint in (9). Note that the amount of k??H 〈C〉CC pins
down the repayment from the agent to the principal.
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Figure 2: Exploitation Surpluses - Observable vs Unobservable Actions

(a) Principal (b) Agent

Notes. Left Panel. It shows contour plots for S??〈C〉CC−S?〈C〉CC , where darker shades are associated with lower values.
In the white area, S??〈C〉CC = S?〈C〉CC because the principal offers the same contract. Dashed lines represent negative
levels. Right Panel. It shows contour plots for max{V ??〈C〉CC − V ?〈C〉CC , 0}, where darker shades are associated with
higher values. In the white area, V ??〈C〉CC ≤ V ?〈C〉CC . Dashed lines represent zero contour plots. Both Panels. The
dotted line separates moderate exploration (above) from radical exploration (below).

5.2 Exploration

Consider now the optimal exploration contract derived in Section 4. Given Assumption A, it should

be clear than the optimal exploration contract is not incentive compatible if the entrepreneur can rely

on the well-known project without being caught. Indeed, under the putative contract, the expected

payoff in period 2 is the carrot that persuades the agent to part with first period return in case of

success, and in fact it is exactly equal to this value. The agent then just gets a utility equal to the

first period return in the case of success. But she only gets that with probability of success in period

1. The probability of success is higher under C, and she can clearly get the same payoff by pocketing

the money if a success occurs, but with a higher probability, so that has to be a profitable deviation.

In this section we thus derive the optimal contract that implements exploration when the outcome

realizations and the chosen work method are not observable by the principal. We expect the optimal

contract to be different from the one derived in Section 4.2, because, given this additional layer of

information asymmetry, we need additional incentive compatibility constraints to prevent the agent

from both stealing and exploiting.

The implications about the limited liability constraints and the contingent repayments follow from

Section 4. In particular, it is still true that the limited liability assumption implies that any repayment

but τH〈N〉NC is equal to zero and that R(k1〈N〉NC )−τH〈N〉NC ≥ 0. Now, however we need to consider the

following potential deviations: using N in period 1 but diverting funds in case of success (“tunneling”),

using C instead of N in period 1 and divert funds in case of success (“exploitation and tunneling”),
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and using C instead of N in period 1 and then again C in period 2 (“exploitation”).19 We consider

the respective incentive compatibility constraints in turn.

Firstly, the agent can decide to divert funds for her own consumption following a success in the first

period under the new work method. As usual, to prevent the agent from “tunneling”, the constraint

is

E
[
πN |H,N

]
R
(
kH〈N〉NC

)
− πCR

(
kL〈N〉NC

)
≥ τH〈N〉NC . (11)

Secondly, the investors must prevent the agent from “exploiting and tunneling”. The associated

constraint reads as

E
[
πN
] {
R
(
k1〈N〉NC

)
− τH〈N〉NC

}
− πCR

(
k1〈N〉NC

)
+

+ E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
R
(
kH〈N〉NC

)
− E

[
πN
]
πCR

(
kL〈N〉NC

)
≥ 0. (12)

Finally, the investors avoid “exploitation” by imposing V (σ〈N〉NC , 〈N〉NC ) ≥ V (σ〈N〉NC , 〈C〉CC), whose

extended form is

{
πC − E

[
πN
]} {

τH〈N〉NC −R
(
k1〈N〉NC

)
+ πCR

(
kL〈N〉NC

)}
+

+
{
E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
− πCπC

}
R
(
kH〈N〉NC

)
≥ 0. (13)

The following points may be of interest. Firstly, while kL〈N〉NC enters with a negative sign on

the left-hand side of the constraint (11) associated with tunneling, it enters with a positive sign in

constraint (13), the one associated with exploiting. This is because rewarding the agent for first period

failures incentivises the diversion of funds but can be useful to prevent the agent from exploiting as

the probability of failure is higher initially when using the novel method. Secondly, R(k1〈N〉NC ) −

τH〈N〉NC enters with a negative sign on the left-hand side of constraint (13), the one associated with

exploiting, because early reward for agent’s success incentivises exploitation, as success is initially

more likely under the conventional work method. Moreover, after a success in the first period, the

second period outcome provides additional information about the first period action, since the expected

probability of success with the new work method in the second period depends on the action taken

by the agent in the first period. It is therefore optimal to delay compensation in order to obtain this

additional information. Finally, a similar reasoning can be applied for k1〈N〉NC in constraint (12), the

19There are other potential deviations that involve using the conventional work method in period 1 and the new one
in period 2. Given the assumptions on the probability of success of the two technologies, however, the relative incentive
compatibility constraints will never bind. We thus disregard them from the maximization problem.
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one associated with “exploiting and tunneling”. By Assumption A, R(k1〈N〉NC ) enters with a negative

sign on the left-hand side, suggesting that delaying agent’s compensation to the second period can

help minimising agent’s incentives to “exploit and tunnel”.

Lemma 4. When the investors want to motivate exploration, delaying any compensation to the agent

until the second period is optimal. The limited liability constraint is thus binding i.e. R(k1〈N〉NC ) =

τH〈N〉NC is optimal.

Proof. Let σ be an optimal contract with R(k1〈N〉NC ) − τH〈N〉NC = ε > 0. Let σ̂ be the same as σ

except that R(k̂1〈N〉NC ) = R(k1〈N〉NC )−ε = τH〈N〉NC . Such contract satisfies all incentive compatibility

constraints but the expected profits of the investors is higher. Thus, σ̂ must be preferred to σ.

Given the result in lemma 4, the “anti exploitation” incentive compatibility constraint in (13)

reduces to

{
πC − E

[
πN
]}
πCR

(
kL〈N〉NC

)
+
{
E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
− πCπC

}
R
(
kH〈N〉NC

)
≥ 0. (14)

When exploration is moderate, the inequality in (14) is strictly satisfied by any non negative value of

kL〈N〉NC and kH〈N〉NC . Given that kL〈N〉NC enters with a negative sign in the right-hand side of all

other constraints, it is then optimal to set kL〈N〉NC = 0.

Lemma 5. Under moderate exploration, it is optimal to terminate the firm after a failure in the first

period, kL〈N〉NC = 0.

Proof. Let σ be an optimal contract with kL〈N〉NC > 0. Let σ̂ be the same as σ except that k̂L〈N〉NC =

0. Such contract satisfies all incentive compatibility constraints but the expected profits of the investors

is higher. Thus, σ̂ must be preferred to σ.

Given the result in lemma 5, we consider the cases of moderate and radical exploration in turn.

Moderate Exploration. Under moderate exploration, the optimal contract is given in Proposition

4, where the following definition will be used:

z =

(
E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
πC

) 1
α

.
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Proposition 4. The optimal exploration contract under moderate exploration when neither the out-

comes nor the actions are observable, σ??mod〈N〉NC , is such that

k??H,mod〈N〉NC =

(
AαE

[
πN
]
zα

z + E [πN ]

) 1
1−α

k??1,mod〈N〉NC = zk??H,mod〈N〉NC

k??L,mod〈N〉NC = 0 τ??H,mod〈N〉NC = R
(
k??1,mod〈N〉NC

)
.

Under the optimal exploration contract, the total expected payoffs of the principal and the agent

are, respectively

S??mod〈N〉NC = −I +
1− α
α

(
AαE[πN ]zα

(z + E [πN ])α

) 1
1−α

V ??
mod〈N〉NC = E

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |H,N

]
A

(
AαE

[
πN
]
zα

z + E [πN ]

) α
1−α

while social welfare is

W ??
mod〈N〉NC = −I +

1− α+ E
[
πN |H,N

]
z−α

α

(
AαE[πN ]zα

(z + E [πN ])α

) 1
1−α

.

As before, the firm is credit constrained in both periods but the scale of the firm increases following

a success. However, as under exploitation, the increased information asymmetry can be valuable in

terms of social welfare. We discuss this result after having presented the optimal contract under

radical exploration.

Radical Exploration. Proposition 5 presents the optimal exploration contract under radical explor-

ation. It will use the following definitions:

x =
πCπC − E

[
πN
]
E
[
πN |N,H

]
πC (πC − E [πN ])

y =

(
E
[
πN
]
E
[
πN |N,H

]
− E

[
πN
]
πCx

πC

) 1
α

.

Proposition 5. The optimal exploration contract under radical exploration when neither the outcomes

nor the actions are observable, σ??rad〈N〉NC , is such that

k??H,rad〈N〉NC =

(
AαE[πN ]yα

y + E[πN ] + (1− E[πN ])x
1
α

) 1
1−α

k??1,rad〈N〉NC = yk??H,rad〈N〉NC

k??L,rad〈N〉NC = x
1
αk??H,rad〈N〉NC τ??H,rad〈N〉NC = R

(
k??1,rad〈N〉NC

)
.

Under the optimal exploration contract, the total expected payoffs of the principal and the agent
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are, respectively

S??rad〈N〉NC = −I +
1− α
α

 AαE[πN ]yα(
y + E[πN ] + (1− E[πN ])x

1
α

)α
 1

1−α

V ??
rad〈N〉NC =

{
E[πN ]E[πN |H,N ] + (1− E[πN ])πCx

}
A

(
AαE[πN ]yα

y + E[πN ] + (1− E[πN ])x
1
α

) α
1−α

.

Total welfare is

W ??
rad〈N〉NC = −I +

 AE[πN ] (αy)α(
y + E[πN ] + (1− E[πN ])x

1
α

)α
 1

1−α {
1− α+

πC (x+ yα)

E[πN ]yα

}
,

which, once again, can be shown to be higher for a certain set of probabilities than its counterpart

when actions are observable, as shown below.

Welfare Effects. Perhaps surprisingly, we find that an additional layer of information asymmetry

can increase social surplus. Indeed, the fact that principal must provide incentives to the agent in

order to avoid exploitation through increases in capital is valuable in terms of social welfare. The

dark part in Figure 3 represents the region of the probabilities of success of the novel approach for

which social welfare is higher when the informational asymmetry has increased, W ??〈N〉NC > W ?〈N〉NC .

Darker colours represent more positive numbers, while, in the interest of readability, the white area

represents the parameter space for which social welfare is higher when the actions are observable.

Figure 3: Social welfare from exploration contracts

Notes. The graph shows contour plots for max{W ??〈N〉NC −W ?〈N〉NC , 0}. Darker shades are associated with higher
values, meaning that social welfare is higher under unobservability of both outcomes and actions. In the white area,
W ??〈N〉NC < W ?〈N〉NC . The dashed line represents the zero contour. The dotted line indicates the separation between
moderate exploration (above) and radical exploration (below).
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This result is driven by increases of k??H 〈N〉NC over k?H〈N〉NC and, under radical exploration, by

positive values of k??L 〈N〉NC , while k??1 〈N〉NC is always lower than k?1〈N〉NC .20 Indeed, the optimal

exploration contract when the principal cannot observe the action of the agent must prevent both

diversion of the funds and exploitation. To prevent tunneling, the principal must reward the agent after

successes, but it is optimal to delay any compensation to the second period. To prevent exploitation,

the principal provides extra incentives to the agent in the form of rewards for early failures and

long-term success, balancing the use of kL and kH depending on the form of exploration. When

exploration is moderate, the principal prefers to incentivise exploration through kH , because two

consecutive successes are a valid signal of the use of N . When exploration is radical, the principal uses

a combination of kH and kL. The latter is used because failure in the first period is a strong signal

that the agent explored, even stronger than two consecutive successes. However, using only kL is not

optimal because it incentivises the agent to tunnel the funds. Figure 4 shows that, with the increased

information asymmetry, the principal is always worse off, but the presence of an additional potential

deviation means that the agent may require an higher surplus to implement the action plan chosen

by the principal.

Figure 4: Exploration Surpluses - Observable vs Unobservable Actions

(a) Principal (b) Agent

Notes. Left Panel. It shows contour plots for S??〈N〉NC −S?〈N〉NC , where darker shades are associated with lower values.
Dashed lines represent negative contours. Right Panel. It shows contour plots for max{V ??〈N〉NC −V ?〈N〉NC , 0}, where
darker shades are associated with higher values. In the white area, V ??〈N〉NC ≤ V ?〈N〉NC . Dashed lines represent zero
contour levels. Both Panels. The dotted line separates moderate exploration (above) from radical exploration (below).

As in Manso (2011), agent’s reward is contingent on the performance path and not only on the

number of successes. In particular, if we compare total agent’s compensation when performance is

LH rather than HL, we see than an agent who recovers from a failure receives a compensation at

20As reducing k??1 〈N〉NC relaxes the incentive compatibility constraints associated with exploitation.
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least as high as one who obtains a short-lived success.21

5.3 Discussion

Since we gave all the bargaining power to the principal, the contract offered in equilibrium is the one

which maximizes her discounted total profits. In Section 4.3 we saw that, when only the outcome is

unobservable, the equilibrium contract is constrained efficient: the principal always offers the explor-

ation contract when it is socially optimal to do so, since her payoff is a constant share of the total

surplus of the match. This does not happen under unobservability of both outcome and action. Panel

(a) of Figure 5 shows that the principal’s surplus from offering an exploration contract exceed the

surplus from an exploitation contract only if the probability of two consecutive successes under N is

particularly high. Moreover, it shows that the region of probabilities for which an exploration con-

tract is offered by the principal is smaller when the informational asymmetry increases. Therefore, we

conclude that it is relatively more difficult to finance innovations with respects to the case when only

the outcome is unobservable. The reverse is obviously true with regards to the exploitation contract,

as shown in panel (b).

Figure 5: Which contract does the principal offer?

(a) Exploration (b) Exploitation

Notes. Left Panel. It shows contour plots for max{S??〈N〉NC − S??〈C〉CC , 0}, where darker shades are associated with
higher values. Right Panel. It shows contour plots for max{S??〈C〉CC−S??〈N〉NC , 0}, where darker shades are associated
with higher values. Both Panels. The dotted line separates moderate exploration (above) from radical exploration
(below). The “0.000” line indicates the zero contour. The dashed line represents the threshold level above (below) which
the principal offers an exploration (exploitation) contract when she can observe the action plan chosen.

However, for some of the exploration contracts that are offered when the principal can observe

21When performance is LH, the agent receives 0 under moderate exploration (since firm is terminated) or R(kL) under
radical exploration. When performance is HL, the agent receives 0 under both moderate and radical exploration, as the
agent repays the entire outcome in the first period, and produces zero in the second. In Manso (2011), it may be the
case that even an agent who fails twice receives an higher compensation than one who succeeds only in the first period.
Here, both receives zero since there is no outcome is case of failure.
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neither the outcome realizations nor the action of the agent, the principal must provide more capital

to prevent the agent from not only tunneling but also exploiting. Therefore, if on one hand it is

true that, when the degree of informational asymmetry between entrepreneur and financiers increases,

innovation is harder to finance, on the other the increased degree of informational asymmetry means

that those firms proposing more productive projects not only are allowed to explore but also they may

be less constrained in the amount they can borrow, and this is socially efficient. This is summarized

in Figure 6: plainly speaking, the set on the right is the intersection of Figure 3 with the right panel

of Figure 5, thus representing those exploration contracts offered in equilibrium for which the social

welfare is higher when the informational asymmetry increases. One can also see that it exists a set

for which the same happens when the principal wants the agent to exploit: for the set on the left, the

equilibrium exploitation contract is such that social welfare is higher when the information asymmetry

is greater.

Figure 6: Increased information asymmetry can be valuable

Notes. The set on the right (green) is {E[πN ] ∈ [0, πC ], E[πN |H,N ] ∈ [πC , 1] : S??〈N〉NC ≥ S??〈C〉CC ∧W ??〈N〉NC ≥
W ?〈N〉NC }, or, in other words, is the intersection of Panel a of Figure 5 with Figure 3. It represents probabilities for which
the principal always offers the exploration contract and welfare is higher when both outcome and actions are unobservable.
The set on the left (blue) is {E[πN ] ∈ [0, πC ], E[πN |H,N ] ∈ [πC , 1] : S?〈C〉CC ≥ S?〈N〉NC ∧W ??〈C〉CC ≥ W ?〈C〉CC}. It
represents probabilities for which the principal always offers the exploitation contract and exploitation welfare is higher
when both outcome and actions are unobservable. The dotted line separates moderate exploration (above) from radical
exploration (below).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have modelled, for the first time, how the interplay of some of the main characteristics

of the innovation process, namely the presence of learning, moral hazard and financing constraints,

can affect the financing of innovation. In order to do so, we have modified the framework proposed by
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Manso (2011) for the study of the incentives for innovation to accommodate the cash flow diversion

model of Clementi and Hopenhayn (2006), in which endogenous financing constraints emerge to limit

the moral hazard problem. In this model, innovation is modelled as learning through the experiment-

ation of untested action that are more likely to fail. As a consequence, we confirm some results from

previous literature, suggesting that the optimal contract that motivates innovation can be fundament-

ally different from the optimal exploitation scheme as it must tolerate early failures (Manso, 2011;

Hörner and Samuelson, 2013).

We study the relationship between an entrepreneur and a group of potential financiers under differ-

ent degrees of information asymmetry. When the investors can see the action of the agent but cannot

observe the outcome of the production process, the optimal exploration contract resembles a stand-

ard pay-for-performance scheme. Moreover, the outcome of the contracting problem is constrained

efficient as the principal always offers the contract that maximizes the social surplus.

When the degree of informational asymmetry increases, and the principal can observe neither the

outcome realizations nor the action plan chosen by the agent, the optimal exploration contract must

tolerate, and even reward, early failure and reward long-term success in order to induce the agent to

innovate. To do so, the principal may be required to provide more capital to the firm, potentially

increasing social welfare. Indeed, we find that, while it may be harder for an innovative project to be

financed when the degree of informational asymmetry increases, those projects which do receive funds

are potentially more productive and less credit constrained.
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A Mathematical Appendix

A.1 Action Plans

With two possible projects, there are 8 potential three-permutations with repetition: 〈C〉CC , 〈C〉CN ,
〈C〉NC , 〈C〉NN , 〈N〉CC , 〈N〉CN , 〈N〉NC and 〈N〉NN . However, one can show that most of these action plans
are dominated.

Since initially the probability of success with the conventional project is higher than with the
untested new project, every action plan which involves using the conventional project in the first
period and the new project in the second one is dominated by 〈C〉CC . Thus 〈C〉CN , 〈C〉NC and 〈C〉NN are
dominated by 〈C〉CC .

After a success using the new project, the probability of success in the second period is higher
under N , therefore 〈N〉CC is dominated by 〈N〉NC . After a failure, the conventional project is perceived
as more effective so 〈N〉CN is dominated by 〈N〉CC and 〈N〉NN is dominated by 〈N〉NC . It then follows
that we can restrict our attention to exploitation and exploration, 〈C〉CC and 〈N〉NC , without loss of
generality.

A.2 Optimal Contracts Under Unobservable Outcomes

In this section we focus on the optimization problems when the principal cannot observe the outcomes
of the production process. Note that, since we are maximizing a linear function (both concave and
convex) over a convex feasible set, a local maximum is a global maximum. Implicitly, here and in all
the following maximization problems, we are maximizing over non-negative values of capital.

Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose that the incentive compatibility constraint and the limited liability
constraint are both slack. The principal can do better by increasing τH〈i〉jz without changing the
amount of capital she has to provide, until one of the two constraints is binding. Now consider a
binding limited liability constraint but a slack incentive compatibility constraint: the principal would
be better off by decreasing kH〈i〉jz until also the incentive compatibility constraint binds. Finally,
consider a binding incentive compatibility constraint and a slack limited liability constraint: the
principal can do better by decreasing k1〈i〉jz until the latter binds as well.

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose kL〈i〉jz > 0 and both constraints are binding. The principal could
offer a new contract which only differ in k̃L〈i〉jz = 0. This alternative contract would satisfy both
constraints but the objective function of the investors would be higher. As a consequence, kL〈i〉jz > 0
cannot be optimal.

Proof of Proposition 1 - Exploitation. The optimal contract maximizes the total expected
discounted profits of the investors, S〈C〉CC , subject to the incentive compatibility constraint and the
limited liability constraint. From lemma 1 and 2 we know that we can write these constraints as
πCR(kH〈C〉CC) = τH〈C〉CC and R(k1〈C〉CC) = τH〈C〉CC .

Using the binding incentive compatibility constraint, the problem simplifies to choosing k1〈C〉CC
and kH〈C〉CC to maximize

−I − k1〈C〉CC + πC{πCR(kH〈C〉CC)− kH〈C〉CC}

subject to R(k1〈C〉CC) = πCR(kH〈C〉CC). The FOC with respect to k1〈C〉CC gives us the value of the
Lagrangian multiplier as

λ〈C〉CC =
1

R′(k1〈C〉CC)

which is positive and increasing in k1, confirming that the limited liability constraint is binding at the
optimum. The remaining FOC is

R′(kH〈C〉CC) =
1

πC − λ〈C〉CC
=

1

πC − 1/R′(k1〈C〉CC)
,
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which, together with the two constraints, indirectly gives us the amounts of working capital provided
following a success, k?H〈C〉CC , and in the first period, k?1〈C〉CC , under the optimal contract.

Proof of Proposition 2 - Exploration. Under the action plan 〈N〉NC , the optimal contract max-
imizes the expected profits of the investors

−I + E[πN ]τH〈N〉NC − k1〈N〉NC − E[πN ]kH〈N〉NC

subject to the limited liability constraints R(k1〈N〉NC ) = τH〈N〉NC and the incentive compatibility
constraint E[πN |H,N ]R(kH〈N〉NC ) = τH〈N〉NC . After using the incentive compatibility constraint to
substitute for τH〈N〉NC in both the objective function and the limited liability constraint, we can
recover the value of the Lagrangian multiplier as

λ〈N〉NC =
1

R′(k1〈N〉NC )
,

while the remaining FOC is

R′(kH〈N〉NC ) =
E[πN ]

E[πN ]E[πN |H,N ]− E[πN |H,N ]/R′(k1〈C〉CC)
.

The two constraints, and the FOC, indirectly give us the amounts of working capital provided
following a success, k?H〈N〉NC , and in the first period, k?1〈N〉NC , under the optimal contract.

A.3 Optimal Contracts Under Unobservable Outcomes and Actions

In this section we focus on the optimization problems when the principal can observe neither the
outcomes nor the actions of the agent.

Proof of Proposition 3. Suppose kL〈C〉CC > 0 at the optimum. The principal could offer a new
contract which only differ in k̃L〈C〉CC = 0. This alternative contract settings would relax all constraints
but the objective function of the investors would be higher. As a consequence, kL〈C〉CC > 0 cannot be
optimal.

Proof of Proposition 3 - Exploitation. Using lemma 3 and hypothesizing the constraint in (8)
to be binding, one can substitute τH〈C〉CC out of the maximization problem. The resulting incentive
compatibility constraint associated with “exploitation” contains both the limited liability constraint
and the anti “exploitation and tunneling” incentive compatibility constraint, so that the maximization
problem reduces to choose k1〈C〉CC and kH〈C〉CC to maximize

−I + πCπCR(kH〈C〉CC)− k1〈C〉CC − πCkH〈C〉CC
s.t. πCR(kH〈C〉CC) = τH〈C〉CC(

πC − E[πN ]
)
R(k1〈C〉CC) ≥

{
E[πN |H,N ]− πC

}
E[πN ]R(kH〈C〉CC).

As usual, we use the FOC associated with k1〈C〉CC to obtain the value of the Lagrange multiplier22

λICE =
1

(πC − E[πN ])R′(k1〈C〉CC)
.

The other FOC can be rearranged as

R′(kH〈C〉CC) =
πC

πCπC − (E[πN |H,N ]−πC)E[πN ]

(πC−E[πN ])R′(k1〈C〉CC)

22Note that, since the Lagrange multiplier is positive, the remaining incentive compatibility constraint is binding.
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which, together with the binding incentive compatibility constraint associated with exploitation, can
be used to find the optimal levels of capital.

Proof of Proposition 4 - Moderate Exploration. To solve for the optimal contract, we can
substitute τH〈N〉NC out of the maximization problem by using the binding limited liability constraint.
Moreover, as a consequence of lemma 5, we can disregard the “anti exploitation” constraint (as this
is satisfied for any non-negative value of kH〈N〉NC ) and the “anti tunneling” constraint as this will
be slack for any values satisfying the constraint in (12), the one associated with “exploitation and
tunneling”.

The Lagrange multiplier can be expressed as

λICET =
E[πN ]R′(k1〈N〉NC )− 1

πCR′(k1〈N〉NC )
.

Since the optimal level of capital in period 1 is lower than the corresponding first best level, E[πN ]R′(k1〈N〉NC ) >
1. The Lagrange multiplier is thus positive, and the remaining incentive compatibility constraint binds.
It follows that

R′(kH〈N〉NC ) =
πCR′(k1〈N〉NC )

{E[πN ]R′(k1〈N〉NC )− 1}E[πN |H,N ]

which, together with the binding “exploitation and tunneling” constraint, indirectly gives us the
solution.

Proof of Proposition 5 - Radical Exploration. Once again, we substitute τH〈N〉NC out of the
maximization problem using the binding limited liability constraint. It is easy to show that we can
disregard the anti “tunneling” constraint as this will be slack for any values satisfying the constraint
in (12), the one associated with “exploitation and tunneling”.

The FOC with respect to k1〈N〉NC is

λICET =
E[πN ]R′(k1〈N〉NC )− 1

πCR′(k1〈N〉NC )

and, as before, we recognize the left-hand side to be positive, meaning that the constraint is binding.
Similarly, from the FOC regarding kL〈N〉NC ,

λICE =
1− E[πN ] + λICETE[πN ]πCR′(kL〈N〉NC ){

πC − E[πN ]
}
πCR′(kL〈N〉NC )

whose right-hand side is always positive. We conclude that both incentive compatibility constraints
bind at the optimum and we can use the remaining FOC for kH〈N〉NC together with the constraints
to solve for the optimal level of capitals.

A.4 Optimal Contract Under Unobservable Actions

In this section we remove the moral hazard friction by assuming that the outcome is observable and
contractible but the principal cannot observe the action plan chosen by the agent. As a consequence,
we can disregard the incentive compatibility constraints associated with tunneling but the optimal
contract still needs to disincentivise the agent to use alternative action plans. However, intuitively
the absence of the moral hazard friction means that the agent has no profitable deviations and the
principal appropriates the entire outcome. As a consequence, it is optimal for the investor to provide
the unconstrained efficient level of capital in any contingencies. Nevertheless, we formally analyse the
resulting model in what follows.

Assuming limited liability protects the agent, the repayment in any contingency cannot be greater
than the current cash flow: following a low outcome, the repayment will always be zero i.e. τL =
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τHL = τLL = 0. The relevant limited liability constraints thus read as follows

R(k1〈i〉jz)− τH〈i〉jz ≥ 0 (A.1a)

R(kH〈i〉jz)− τHH〈i〉jz ≥ 0 (A.1b)

R(kL〈i〉jz)− τLH〈i〉jz ≥ 0. (A.1c)

With respect to incentive compatibility, it must be noted that, while tunneling is not an available
deviation, using a different action plan is. When the principal offers a contract σ〈i〉jz and the agent
takes action plan 〈l〉mn , the total expected payoff of the agent is

Ṽ
(
σ〈i〉jz, 〈l〉mn

)
= E[πl]

{
R(k1〈i〉jz)− τH〈i〉jz

}
+ E[πl]E[πm|H, l]

{
R(kH〈i〉jz)− τHH〈i〉jz

}
+

+
(

1− E[πl]
)
E[πn|L, l]

{
R(kL〈i〉jz)− τLH〈i〉jz

}
.

Incentive compatibility under unobservable action but contractible outcome requires that

Ṽ
(
σ〈i〉jz, 〈i〉jz

)
≥ Ṽ

(
σ〈i〉jz, 〈l〉mn

)
. (A.2)

Exploitation. Suppose the principal wants the agent to exploit but cannot observe the actual ac-
tion plan chosen by the agent. The optimal exploitation contract under unobservable work method
maximizes the total expected discounted profits of the investors

−I + πCτH〈C〉CC − k1〈C〉CC + πC
{
πCτHH〈C〉CC − kH〈C〉CC

}
+
(
1− πC

) {
πCτLH〈C〉CC − kL〈C〉CC

}
subject to the limited liability constraints

R
(
k1〈C〉CC

)
− τH〈C〉CC ≥ 0 (A.3a)

R
(
kH〈C〉CC

)
− τHH〈C〉CC ≥ 0 (A.3b)

R
(
kL〈C〉CC

)
− τLH〈C〉CC ≥ 0 (A.3c)

and the incentive compatibility constraint, which (ex ante because choice made when working capital
is inputed) ensures that the total expected payoff of the agent is at least as high under exploitation
as under exploration(

πC − E[πN ]
) {
R(k1〈C〉CC)− τH〈C〉CC

}
+

+
(
πCπC − E[πN ]E[πN |H,N ]

) {
R(kH〈C〉CC)− τHH〈C〉CC

}
+

+ πC
(
E[πN ]− πC

) {
R(kL〈C〉CC)− τLH〈C〉CC

}
≥ 0. (A.4)

Given Assumption A and the limited liability constraints in (A.3), the following things can be
noticed. Firstly, the first line in (A.4) is non negative as paying the agent for first period success
incentivises her to use the conventional method which is initially more likely to succeed. Secondly, the
sign of the second line in (A.4) depends on the form of exploration: it is non negative if exploration
is radical, while it is negative under moderate exploration. Finally, the third line in (A.4) is non
positive as rewarding the agent for first period failure gives the agent incentives to employ the novel
approach in the first period. Therefore, the associated limited liability constraint in (A.3c) is binding
i.e. R(kL〈C〉CC) = τLH〈C〉CC . As a consequence, it is optimal to set kL〈C〉CC at its first best value.

Under moderate exploration, the limited liability constraint in (A.3b) is binding, thus kH〈C〉CC
is optimally set. This reduces the incentive compatibility constraint to just the first line, which is
satisfied for any non negative value of R(k1〈C〉CC)− τH〈C〉CC . It is then optimal for the principal to set
R(k1〈C〉CC) = τH〈C〉CC , and k1〈C〉CC at its first best value. As a consequence, the principal appropriates
the outcomes under any circumstance so that it is optimal for her to always provide the first best level
of capital. Entrepreneur gets zero payoff.

Under radical exploration, the incentive compatibility constraint is satisfied for any non negative
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values of R(kH〈C〉CC) − τHH〈C〉CC and R(k1〈C〉CC) − τH〈C〉CC . It is then optimal for the principal to
drive the repayments from the agent up to their maximum. As a consequence, the optimal levels of
capital are provided in any contingencies.

Exploration. Suppose the principal wants the agent to explore but cannot observe the actual ac-
tion plan chosen by the agent. The optimal exploration contract under unobservable work method
maximizes the total expected discounted profits of the investors

− I + E[πN ]τH〈N〉NC − k1〈N〉NC + E[πN ]
{
E[πN |H,N ]τHH〈N〉NC − kH〈N〉NC

}
+

+ (1− E[πN ])
{
πCτLH〈N〉NC − kL〈N〉NC

}
subject to the limited liability constraints

R
(
k1〈N〉NC

)
− τH〈N〉NC ≥ 0 (A.5a)

R
(
kH〈N〉NC

)
− τHH〈N〉NC ≥ 0 (A.5b)

R
(
kL〈N〉NC

)
− τLH〈N〉NC ≥ 0 (A.5c)

and the incentive compatibility constraint(
E[πN ]− πC

) {
R
(
k1〈N〉NC

)
− τH〈N〉NC

}
+

+
(
E[πN ]E[πN |H,N ]− πCπC

)
{R( kH〈N〉NC

)
−τHH〈N〉NC

}
+

+ πC
(
πC − E[πN ]

) {
R
(
kL〈N〉NC

)
− τLH〈N〉NC

}
≥ 0. (A.6)

Firstly, the first line in (A.6) is non positive as delaying the agent’s reward to the second period
is optimal since the conventional method is initially more likely to succeed. As a consequence, the
associated limited liability constraint in (A.3a) is binding i.e. R(k1〈N〉NC ) = τH〈N〉NC . As a consequence
k1〈N〉NC does not enter into the incentive compatibility constraint, so it is optimal to set it at its first
best level. Secondly, the sign of the second line in (A.6) depends on the form of exploration: it is
non positive if exploration is radical, while it is non negative under moderate exploration. Finally,
the third line in (A.6) is non negative as rewarding the agent for first period failure gives the agent
incentives to employ the novel approach in the first period, which is initially less likely to succeed.

Under moderate exploration, the limited liability constraint is satisfied by any non negative value
of R(kL〈N〉NC )−τLH〈N〉NC and R(kH〈N〉NC )−τHH〈N〉NC . It is then optimal for the principal to provide
the first best levels of capital.

Under radical exploration, the limited liability constraint in (A.5b) is binding. This reduces the
incentive compatibility constraint to just the third line, which is satisfied for any non negative value
of R(kL〈N〉NC ) − τLH〈N〉NC . It is then optimal for the principal to set R(kL〈N〉NC ) = τLH〈N〉NC . As
a consequence, the principal appropriates the outcomes under any circumstance and, as before, it is
optimal for her to always provide the first best levels of capital.

A.5 Optimal Exploration Contract under Unobservable Action with Costly Ex-
ploration

TO BE DONE
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